
GAELIC WRITING ALPHABET IN CURSIVE

Traditional Gaelic Script -photo courtesy of AshleeyUK. The traditional Irish alphabet is basically an adaptation of the
Latin alphabet and was used commonly in.

Modern loanwords also make use of j k q v w x y z. The R's counter is large with a short tail, the T is roman
script while the E is curved but does not have a counter like a lower case E, and the letters also have slight
serifs to them. It was also known as "buailte" - struck. A feature of the Irish manuscripts was the use of special
marks to indicate sounds that were not well represented with Roman letters. It really consists of 18 letters,
similar to the Scottish Gaelic alphabet. It could appear over the letters b, c, d, f, g, m, p, s, and t. Wikipedia has
related information at Gaelic script Irish uses the Latin alphabet. Many Irish people pronounce it this way in
English. The letter 'c' in Gaelic is pronounced as the English 'k'. In Unicode[ edit ] Unicode treats the Gaelic
script as a font variant of the Latin alphabet. The logo more strongly shows the more widely used acronym
GAA but taking a closer look a C joins with an L and then to a G lying down. Although the Gaelic script
remained common until the midth century, efforts to introduce Roman characters began much earlier. In most
cases, consonants are "broad" velarised when the nearest vowel letter is one of a, o, u and "slender" palatalised
when the nearest vowel letter is one of e, i. Eventually these were replaced by the Latin fonts for reasons of
practicality with the dot above the letter replaced by a 'h' after the letter, but the Gaelic script is still used
decoratively. Consonants[ edit ] The consonant letters generally correspond to the consonant phonemes as
shown in this table. Ogham writing was often carved into sticks or trees but the surviving examples are in
stone- see photo. Nowadays, lenition is indicated by adding a h after the lenited consonant. In contemporary
Irish, the punctum delens isn't used any more. The Gaelic written alphabet used in Irish literature is an adapted
form of the Latin alphabet. The logo consists of a modern take on the Gaelic type face. When books were first
printed in Irish Type, the fonts used were based on the handwritten scripts of the time 16th Century as they
were for all other languages. Up until the s, most books were printed using fonts modelled on uncial
handwriting. Most of the Gaelic letters are pronounced somewhat similarly to their English equivalent. Of
these, v is the most common. There is also no real need for 'w' either but the sound exists, you may be
surprised to read, in the combination of consonants 'bh' or 'mh'. It is important to remember also the elongated
forms of vowels. That said, there are few words with j, k, v, x, y or z, and the ones which do exist are
generally words incorporated from English. Unicode 5. The Irish alphabet uses 24 of the 26 letters of the
English alphabet, as opposed to the original number of  The only other use of h in Irish is for vowel-initial
words after certain proclitics e. The Latin alphabet gradually replaced the Ogham alphabet in the 6th and 7th
century. The accent on each letter is called a 'fada' meaning 'long'. Use[ edit ] Typesetting in Gaelic script
remained common in Ireland until the midth century. Letter s. You can still see it on some signs and public
notices in Ireland and on shop signs. In addition to these letters others are used in words borrowed from other
languages. The most common mark was used to indicate the softening of a consonant by putting a dot above
the consonant. See Irish phonology for an explanation of the symbols used and Irish initial mutations for an
explanation of eclipsis. The Irish uncial alphabet originated in medieval manuscripts as an "insular" variant of
the Latin alphabet. This typeface, together with Roman type equivalents and letter name pronunciations along
with the additional lenited letters, is shown below. While I am open to correction, there are no examples of
words with the letter 'q' as they are generally handled by using the hard Irish 'c'. Gaelic script is today used
merely for decorative typesetting; for example, a number of traditional Irish newspapers still print their name
in Gaelic script on the first page, and it is also popular for pub signs, greeting cards, and display advertising.
Main article: Insular script The word Corcaigh in the Gaelic-script font of the same name. Modern spelling
can be used with the Gaelic typeface and punctum delens, but this is extremely rare - mostly you can count on
all books in Gaelic type being in the old spelling. This is similar to the umlaut in German, which represents a
vowel vocalised forward of its usual location in the mouth.


